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Risk-based validation of single-sign-on access control to GxP regulated systems
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When companies are expanding whether autonomously or by acquisitions and mergers, the number of computerized systems 
in use by organizations tends to increase significantly. To keep access management to these systems manageable for both 

administrators and users, organizations implement single-sign-on (SSO) technology to simplify and centralize access control. 
Implementing SSO means that identification and authentication functionality moves away from the individual computerized 
system to the centralized access control system, introducing new security risks and vulnerabilities for the organization. Single-
sign-on makes the access control systema highly critical system.

In an organization operating GxP regulated systems, controls should be in place to ensure that records are adequately 
protected against willful or accidental loss, damage or unauthorized change. Solid implemented access control to computerized 
systems is essential to ensure that the security and integrityof data is not compromised.Therefore, systems controlling user access 
to GxP relevant systems require full validation for intended use and compliance to 21 CFR Part 11 requirements.

A single-sign-on access control system is usually composed of various software and infrastructure components supplied by 
multiple vendors. Validation of such a complex system requires an end-to-end approach and risk-based strategy based on the 
GAMP principles and guidelines to effectively mitigate business and compliance risks.
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